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4 Benefits

At Karndean, we see 
flooring differently...

We travel the world 

in our quest to bring 

you exceptional floors that 

inspire and delight. From the 

ancient forests of Europe, to the remote 

Australian outback and beyond, we seek out 

expressive and intriguing forms in the natural 

world to influence our unique floor designs. 

By combining these original features 

with cutting edge design, we 

create simply beautiful 

floors that you’ll love 

for a lifetime.

Realistic wood and 
stone designs

Easy to clean  
and look after 

Comfortable 
underfoot

Kid friendly

Compatible with 
underfloor heating

Durable



5Benefits

Lifetime warranty

K-Guard+

Hygienic

Environmentally  
friendly

Waterproof

Resists indentation

Pet friendly

Quiet compared to 
other hard floors



6 Our ranges

Product overview
We offer three types of product:

 Gluedown, loose lay and rigid core.

Below is a guide to which product type may suit your space. Each product 
offers various benefits for different applications. To find out which product best 

suits your needs, we recommend you speak to your local flooring retailer. 

Gluedown 
Our gluedown ranges are individual planks and tiles that are stuck down using  
permanent adhesive. 

For more information on our gluedown ranges please see page 9.

Wide range of designs Design capabilities 

No expansion gap required Suitable for any budget

Loose lay
Our loose lay ranges are individual planks and tiles that have a K-Wave friction 
grip and acoustic backing. Its friction grip backing can be stuck down using a tacky 
adhesive. 

For more information on our loose lay ranges please see page 65.

Individually replaceable Acoustic qualities

Quick and easy to install No expansion gap required

Rigid core
Our rigid core products, are floating floor with a click-locking mechanism that clicks  
together individual planks. It has an inbuilt acoustic backing that requires no adhesive.

For more information on our rigid core ranges please see page 89.

Enables preservation of existing floor 5G® click-locking mechanism

Hides subfloor imperfections Quick and easy to install

Acoustic qualities Installs over most existing hard floors



7Our ranges

Our ranges
The right look for every room

Lovingly created to reflect the natural materials that inspired them.  
These planks give you timeless craftsmanship at your feet. 

The character of real timber in a wide range of designs including distressed, 
reclaimed and limed woods.

Fresh and contemporary. Available in larger plank and tile sizes. Simple lines  
and sleek design combine to create a clean, modern look.

A wide range of planks and tiles at our most affordable prices ensures  
there’s something for everyone.

Large format 1500mm x 250mm planks and Australian wood designs.

Quick and easy to install over most existing hard floors.

Due to its K-Core technology, Korlok benefits from quick and easy installation  
with a 5G® click-locking mechanism and its pre-attached backing offers 
excellent acoustic properties.

A selection of Van Gogh gluedown designs are offered in an additional rigid 
core construction, complete with our proprietary, 100% waterproof K-Core 
technology for installation over most existing hard floors.

Wood Stone

We know that style is personal and every space is different. To help you find the  
right floor for your home, see what each of our ranges has to offer:



 Grey Riven Slate ST16 DS10 3mm design strip, see page 55.

Why gluedown?
Our gluedown ranges can be customised with design strips, borders, laying patterns 
and custom cuts, as well as offering our widest choice of colours and formats.

Features such as textured emboss or our premium handscraped finish, wide bevels or flat edges make each 

range unique to Karndean and serve to highlight the faithful replication of the original wood and stone that 

inspired each of our products.

Backing Layers
These layers contain recycled 
content and help the product 

lay flat and level. 

High Definition
Photographic Layer

Gives every Karndean 
product its highly realistic 
and natural appearance.

Clear PVC Embossed
Wear Layer

Protects the floor’s design from 
wear and tear.

K-Guard+ Surface Protection
Our K-Guard+ surface protection system 
uses PU technology to provide a hygienic 

and durable finish.

Wide range of designs
Inspired by a breadth of natural woods and stones 

across the full colour spectrum, you have a choice 

of over 150 striking designs and formats to choose 

from across our four gluedown ranges.

Suitable for any budget
We offer products at different price points 

throughout our gluedown collection, ranging 

from our most affordable range, Knight Tile, up to 

our most premium collection, Art Select.

Design capabilities
Our gluedown ranges can be personalised 

with design strips or complementary borders. 

Gluedown can also be curved and cut to fit into 

even the most awkward space.

No expansion gap required

No need for an expansion gap – can lay straight 

up to the skirting board without removing.



Gluedown 
ranges



Auburn Oak AP02, see page 12.

http://


Art Select
Wood

Full of charm and character, our premium 

Art Select wood collection brings the natural 

beauty of real wood to life in your home. 

Through meticulous attention to detail 

and careful selection of some of the most 

beautiful and inspiring natural woods, our  

Art Select wood collection includes our most 

intricate designs and realistic embosses. 

Each plank is handcrafted to reflect the 

unique grains, knots and textures of natural 

wood, but unlike real wood, we’re able to 

design a floor that’s not only beautiful and 

realistic, but is also practical. 

Everything that a beautiful wood floor should 

be, and so much more, each of our Art 

Select woods tells its own story. 

http://


12 Art Select Parquet

For a full Product Overview of Art Select Wood, see page 16.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Black Oak AP03

Blond Oak AP01 Auburn Oak AP02

http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Art Select Wood, see page 16.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Art Select Oak Royale

Autumn Oak RL03

Summer Oak RL02Spring Oak RL01

Winter Oak RL04

http://
http://
http://
http://


For a full Product Overview of Art Select Wood, see page 16.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

14 Art Select Oak Premier

Sundown Oak HC04

Dawn Oak HC01 Morning Oak HC02

Evening Oak HC05

Dusk Oak HC03

Midnight Oak HC06

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Art Select Wood, see page 16.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Art Select Handcrafted

Hickory Paprika EW01

Hickory Peppercorn EW02 with RP04 3mm design stripHickory Nutmeg EW03

http://
http://
http://
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Auburn Oak AP02 - see pg 12
 228mm x 76mm (9” x 3”)

Product corresponds with HC01 - see pg 14

Black Oak AP03 - see pg 12
  228mm x 76mm (9” x 3”)

Product corresponds with HC06 - see pg 14

Art Select Wood
product overview

Parquet Oak Royale

Spring Oak RL01 - see pg 13
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Summer Oak RL02 - see pg 13
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Autumn Oak RL03 - see pg 13
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Winter Oak RL04 - see pg 13
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Black Oak AP03

Blond Oak AP01 - see pg 12
 228mm x 76mm (9” x 3”)

Winter Oak RL04
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Oak Premier

Dawn Oak HC01 - see pg 14

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)
Product corresponds with AP02 - see pg 12

Dusk Oak HC03 - see pg 14
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Sundown Oak HC04 - see pg 14
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Midnight Oak HC06 - see pg 14

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)
Product corresponds with AP03 - see pg 12

Sundown Oak HC04

Morning Oak HC02 - see pg 14
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Evening Oak HC05 - see pg 14
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Handcrafted

Hickory Peppercorn EW02 - see pg 15
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Hickory Nutmeg EW03 - see pg 15
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Hickory Paprika EW01 - see pg 15
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

View the full range online

http://


Lemon Spotted Gum VGW104T, see page 23. 



Van Gogh 
Wood

Our popular Van Gogh collection 

captures the look of real wood in a 

variety of colours and designs from 

traditional rustic to cool contemporary. 

Large planks, distinctive grain details and 

a subtle texture create a style that works 

in any space. 

http://


Van Gogh Wood20

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 26.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Country Oak VGW81T 

White Washed Oak VGW80T 

Frosted Birch VGW83T 

Lifetime warranty
All our products are extremely durable and 

come with a lifetime warranty.

Aged Redwood VGW100T Reclaimed Redwood VGW99T 

Frosted Birch VGW83T 

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Van Gogh Wood 21

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 26.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Quality
We’ve been creating LVT floors since 1973 

so you can rest assured you’re buying a top 
quality product.

21

Brushed Oak VGW88T

Tawny Oak VGW91T 

Salvaged Redwood VGW101T 

Smoked Beech VGW98T
with DS03 3mm and DS06 5mm design strips Ebony VGW89T 

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Van Gogh Wood22

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 26.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Rimu VGW49T 

Melbourne Larch VGW40T 

Reclaimed Maple VGW71T with DS06 3mm design strip

Antique Karri VGW39T Jatoba VGW42T 

Mountain Spotted Gum VGW103T

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Van Gogh Wood 23

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 26.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Copper Gum VGW33T

Burgundy Oak VGW92T 

Waterproof
Karndean products are fully waterproof, 

just mop up any spills.

Lancewood VGW44T with DS05 3mm design strip

Lemon Spotted Gum VGW104T

Wellington Oak VGW53T with RP41 10mm design strip

Classic Oak VGW86T 

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Van Gogh Wood24

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 26.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Family friendly
All Karndean products are truly family 

friendly, able to withstand the dramas of 
everyday life.

Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T 

Birch VGW84T

Honey Oak VGW94T  with DS07 10mm design strip

Hessian Oak VGW93T with DS06 10mm design strip

Burnt Ginger VG5-7

Bracken VG1-7

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Van Gogh Wood 25

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 26.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Charred Oak VGW102T 

Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your 
own home. Order online or visit a retailer or our 

showroom to pick out your favourites.  
See page 134 .

Burnished Cypress VGW96T 

Burnished Beech VGW97T 

Walnut VGW87T 

Merbau VGW41T 

Smoked Oak VGW70T with DS01 10mm design strip

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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Country Oak VGW81T - see pg 20
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Aged Redwood VGW100T*- see pg 78
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Van Gogh Wood
product overview

White Washed Oak VGW80T - see pg 20
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Frosted Birch VGW83T - see pg 20
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Reclaimed Redwood VGW99T* - see pg 85
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Brushed Oak VGW88T - see pg 21
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Tawny Oak VGW91T - see pg 21
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Salvaged Redwood VGW101T*
- see pg 21

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Ebony VGW89T - see pg 21
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Smoked Beech VGW98T - see pg 21
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Burnished Beech VGW97T 
View the full range online

http://
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Melbourne Larch VGW40T - see pg 22
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Lancewood VGW44T* - see pg 23
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Wellington Oak VGW53T - see pg 23
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Rimu VGW49T - see pg 22
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Reclaimed Maple VGW71T - see pg 22
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Copper Gum VGW33T - see pg 23
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Antique Karri VGW39T - see pg 22
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Jatoba VGW42T* - see pg 22
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Mountain Spotted Gum VGW103T*  
- see pg 22

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Lemon Spotted Gum VGW104T*
- see pg 23

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Classic Oak VGW86T - see pg 23
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Burgundy Oak VGW92T - see pg 23
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.
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Van Gogh Wood
product overview

Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T 
- see pg 24

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Burnt Ginger VG5-7 - see pg 24
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Bracken VG1-7 - see pg 24
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Hessian Oak VGW93T - see pg 24
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Honey Oak VGW94T - see pg 24
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Birch VGW84T - see pg 24
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T Burnt Ginger VG5-7

http://
http://
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Burnished Cypress VGW96T 
- see pg 25

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Burnished Beech VGW97T - see pg 25
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Charred Oak VGW102T* - see pg 25
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Walnut VGW87T - see pg 25
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Merbau VGW41T* - see pg 25
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Smoked Oak VGW70T - see pg 25
1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Salvaged Redwood VGW101T 

http://


Avena WP423, see page 32. 



Opus
Wood

Our Opus collection brings you a fresh, 

modern feel in some of our largest 

plank sizes. The wide range of tones 

and mix of surface finishes combined 

with clean lines means you can achieve 

a sense of simplicity and visual space 

whatever your colour scheme.

http://


Opus Wood32

For a full Product Overview of Opus Wood, see page 36.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Columba WP422

Waterproof
Karndean products are fully waterproof, 

just mop up any spills.

Rubesco WP421

Grano WP311

Avena WP423 

Talpa WP319 with Black 5mm feature strip

http://
http://
http://
http://


Opus Wood 33

For a full Product Overview of Opus Wood, see page 36.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Lifetime warranty
All our products are extremely durable 

and come with a lifetime warranty.

Magna WP413

Bleached Grey Walnut WP329

Carbo WP318 

Bleached Grey Walnut WP329

Argen WP414

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Opus Wood34

For a full Product Overview of Opus Wood, see page 36.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your  
own home. Order online or visit a retailer or our  

showroom to pick out your favourites. See page 134.

Rubra WP316 Ignea WP313

Aurum WP315 

Palleo WP312

Niveus WP411

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Opus Wood 35

For a full Product Overview of Opus Wood, see page 36.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Ignea WP313

http://
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Opus Wood
product overview

Columba WP422 - see pg 32
1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

Avena WP423 - see pg 30,32
1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

Magna WP413 - see pg 33
1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

Grano WP311 - see pg 32
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Columba WP422

Talpa WP319 - see pg 32
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Rubesco WP421 - see pg 32
1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

Bleached Grey Walnut WP329 
- see pg 33

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Argen WP414 - see pg 33
1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

Carbo WP318 - see pg 33
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

http://
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Niveus WP411 - see pg 34
1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

Aurum WP315 - see pg 34
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Palleo WP312 - see pg 34
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Ignea WP313 - see pg 35/34
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Rubra WP316 - see pg 34
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Niveus WP411

View the full range online

http://


Fumo SP216 with DS12 3mm design strip, see page 40.



Opus
Stone

Our Opus collection includes a range 

of contemporary stone looks available 

in some of our largest tile sizes. The 

smoother surface and range of colours 

create a really clean, modern look to 

suit most spaces. Add complementary 

design strips between tiles for a realistic 

grout effect.

http://
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For a full Product Overview of Opus Wood, see page 36.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Opus Stone

Argento SP217 with DS10 5mm design strip

Terra SP212 with AF04 3mm grout strip

Waterproof
Karndean products are fully waterproof, 

just mop up any spills.

Luna SP111 with DS12 3mm design strip

Fumo SP216 with DS12 3mm design strip

Forma SP214 with DS15 3mm design strip 

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Opus Wood, see page 36.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Opus Stone

Mico SP211 with DS10 5mm design strip

Nero SP115 with AF06 3mm grout stripOmbra SP114 with AF06 3mm grout strip

For a full Product Overview of Opus Stone, see page 42.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your 
own home. Order online or visit a retailer or our 

showroom to pick out your favourites.  
See page 134.

Urbus SP213 with AF05 3mm grout strip

Ferra SP215 with AF01 3mm grout strip

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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Opus Stone
product overview

Argento SP217 - see pg 40
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

Terra SP212 - see pg 40
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

Terra SP212 with AF04 3mm grout strip

Luna SP111 - see pg 40
457mm x 457mm (18” x 18”)

Fumo SP216 - see pg 40
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

Forma SP214 - see pg 40
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”) View the full range online

http://
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Mico SP211 - see pg 41
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

Nero SP115 - see pg 41
457mm x 457mm (18” x 18”)

Urbus SP213 - see pg 41
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

Ferra SP215 - see pg 41
457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

Urbus SP213  
with AF05 3mm grout stripFerra SP215

Ombra SP114 - see pg 41
457mm x 457mm (18” x 18”)

http://
http://
http://


Knight Tile Wood44

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Grey Scandi Pine KP131, see page 46.



Knight Tile
Wood

Our Knight Tile wood collection offers 

our widest range of planks at our most 

affordable prices, ensuring there’s 

something for everyone. Choose from 

a variety of design strips and borders to 

personalise your space.

http://


Knight Tile Wood46

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Grey Scandi Pine KP131

Warm underfoot
No matter the temperature outside, your 

Karndean floor will always be warm underfoot.

Coastal Sawn Oak KP136

Rose Washed Oak KP95Light Worn Oak KP104

http://
http://
http://
http://


Knight Tile Wood 47

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Grey Limed Oak KP138

Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your own 
home. Order online or visit a retailer or our showroom 

to pick out your favourites. See page 134.

Clay Sawn Oak KP137

Urban Spotted Gum KP141 Mid Worn Oak KP103 with Black 5mm feature strip

http://
http://
http://
http://


Knight Tile Wood48

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Victorian Oak KP91Natural Spotted Gum KP142

Pear KP55-6

Raw Spotted Gum KP139

Warm Oak KP39 

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Knight Tile Wood 49

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Mid Limed Oak KP96  

Warm Brushed Oak KP101 Aged Oak KP98 with Black 5mm feature strip

Pale Limed Oak KP94

Classic Limed Oak KP97 

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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Knight Tile Wood
product overview

Grey Scandi Pine KP131 - see pg 46
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Grey Limed Oak KP138

Rose Washed Oak KP95 - see pg 46
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Light Worn Oak KP104 - see pg 46
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Coastal Sawn Oak KP136 - see pg 46
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Grey Limed Oak KP138 - see pg 47
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Clay Sawn Oak KP137 - see pg 47
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Mid Worn Oak KP103- see pg 47
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Urban Spotted Gum KP141 - see pg 47
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”) View the full range online

http://
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Pale Limed Oak KP94 - see pg 49
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Warm Oak KP39 - see pg 48
915mm x 102mm (36” x 4”)

Pear KP55-6 - see pg 48
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Classic Limed Oak KP97 - see pg 49
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Mid Limed Oak KP96 - see pg 49
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Aged Oak KP98 - see pg 49
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Mid Limed Oak KP96

Victorian Oak KP91 - see pg 48
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Warm Brushed Oak KP101 - see pg 49
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Natural Spotted Gum KP142 
- see pg 48

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Raw Spotted Gum KP139 - see pg 48
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

http://


Knight Tile Wood52

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip, see page 55.



Knight Tile
Stone

In our Knight Tile collection, you’ll  

find a great selection of effects and 

styles to suit your needs, at our 

most affordable prices. Each colour 

and design reflects a wide range of 

natural materials from classic pale to 

contemporary dark stones for any space 

in your home.  

http://
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For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Knight Tile Stone

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Stone, see page 56.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Portland Stone ST13 with DS10 3mm 
design strip and Dark Mosaic border 

Cara T98 with ST3 3mm design strip

Soapstone ST5-18 with ST3 3mm design strip

Balin Stone ST8 with ST3 3mm design strip

Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your 
own home. Order online or visit a retailer or our 

showroom to pick out your favourites. See page 134.

Bath Stone ST12 with DS10 3mm design strip

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Wood, see page 120.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Knight Tile Stone

For a full Product Overview of Knight Tile Stone, see page 56.

See page 58 for our Guide to Design Strips and Borders to create your own designflooring style.

Onyx T88 with ST5 3mm design strip

Cumbrian Stone ST14 with DS10 3mm design strip  
and Dark Mackintosh border

Quality
We’ve been creating LVT floors since 1973 so you can 

rest assured you’re buying a top quality product.

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip

Why not add a decorative border to your floor? See page 62 for more information.

Cumbrian Stone ST14  
with DS10 3mm design strip and Dark Mackintosh border

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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Knight Tile Stone
product overview

Soapstone ST5-18 - see pg 54
305mm x 457mm (12” x 18”)

Bath Stone ST12 - see pg 54
305mm x 457mm (12” x 18”)

Grey Riven Slate ST16 with DS10 3mm design strip 

Balin Stone ST8 - see pg 54
305mm x 305mm (12” x 12”)

Cara T98 - see pg 54
305mm x 305mm (12” x 12”)

Portland Stone ST13 - see pg 54/57
305mm x 457mm (12” x 18”)

Grey Riven Slate ST16  -  see pg 55
305mm x 457mm (12” x 18”)

Cumbrian Stone ST14 - see pg 55
305mm x 457mm (12” x 18”)

Onyx T88 - see pg 55
305mm x 305mm (12” x 12”) View the full range online

http://
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Portland Stone ST13 with DS10 3mm design strip and Dark Mosaic border

http://
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We offer a range of design extras to allow you to add your own Designflooring inspiration to your floor. 

Throughout this brochure you will find examples of ways to use design strips, borders and features to help create 

your own unique space.

This fold-out guide allows you to browse the brochure and view available design options at the same time, to 

help you decide which design strip and/or border will work best for you.

Some of our products are only available with certain design strips. This is because our products come in different 

thicknesses, so you need a design strip which matches the depth of the product.

The colourful key above each section of the fold-out refers to the product range the strips are available in. To find 

out if the product you are looking at will work with the design strip, match the colour of the range logo on the 

product page to the icon next to the design strip.

For more information and guidance about the numerous design options you can add to your space, or our custom 

design service, please speak to your nearest retailer.

Visit www.karndean.com/findaretailer 
and enter your city or town, or call our team in Australia 1800 331 170 or

New Zealand 0800 442 100

Tips
• Lay planks on a 45 degree angle, or tiles in a diamond formation, to make narrow spaces such as hallways or 

bathrooms feel wider. 

• Choose a contrasting strip colour to make the design of the product stand out.

• For more of a subtle addition, use a design strip in a similar colour to the main floor, but play around with laying 

patterns, letting design rather than colour become the feature.

• Borders don’t have to just go around the edge of a room. Try using them in a large space or hallway to create the 

effect of a rug, with the border acting as the edge of the rug, or by placing it around a feature in the room, such 

as a kitchen island. 

Designflooring 
components

http://
http://
http://
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Design Strips 
Design strips are narrow pieces of luxury vinyl tile which can be put between our planks and tiles. They allow you 

to finish off the design of your floor with some realistic touches, such as adding a strip to create a grout effect 

between tiles (example on page 41), or between planks for a ship’s decking effect (example on page 22).

Design strips are available in a variety of colours and widths. The wider the strip, or bolder the colour, the more 

impact it will have and the beauty of our strips versus real grout is that they won’t stain or fade and they don’t have 

to be sealed. 

The choice of colour is completely up to you. You may want to choose a design strip in a colour that matches the 

wall tiles in your bathroom, for example, to help tie in elements that are already in your room to your new floor. 

Alternatively, you could choose a colour which helps the overall look of your floor feel either more contemporary 

or more traditional, enhancing the design of the product you’ve chosen. 

Choosing

design components

Decorative Borders
We offer a wide variety of border designs in a selection of colours. These designs often feature two colours, one 

in the same as the main floor you’ve chosen, which acts as the background of the design, and another contrasting 

colour which is used in the main pattern. We also have a new border design; Accent, which is made from just one 

product, playing with texture and bevels rather than colour, for a more seamless, contemporary look.

Some products have multiple borders available, so use the colourful range key and product code listings on the 

following pages to discover all of your options.

Using design strips  to create a border is also a popular way to frame your room. Our brochure has examples 

throughout of how design strips can be used by themselves or in multiples to add a border around the room.

Don’t worry if you can’t find a pre-designed border to match your chosen floor; we also offer a custom design 

service if you would like a design in a colour not shown.

Features
We also offer three pre-designed features that can be combined with the majority of our floors to add a statement 

centrepiece to any room. See page 136 for details.

http://
http://
http://
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60 Your guide to design strips

Your guide to

design strips

Luna DS10 **

Soapstone ST5

Aurora ST3

Orkney T100+

Cedar KP35

Sienna KP107

Compatible with...

These design strips are 

available for use with 

Knight Tile floors in 

3mm, 5mm and 10mm 

widths.

+ Also available in 30mm widths

** Only available in 3mm widths

*  Only available in 5mm widths

**  Only available in 3mm and 5mm widths

Utah REN34

Gold J86

Beechwood P504

Burnt Ash MP3

Golden Teak P702

Mahogany P802

Mercury J89

Chalk DS10**

Concrete DS12

Clay DS15

Compatible with...

These design strips are 

available for use with 

Opus in 3mm, 5mm 

and 10mm widths.

Compatible with...

These metallic strips  

are available for use 

with Art Select, Opus 

and Knight Tile floors in 

3mm, 5mm  

and 10mm widths.

Silver

Gold

Copper
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† Colours available in Australia only.

†† Colours available in New Zealand only.

^ Colours also compatible with Van Gogh range in New Zealand only.

Beige AF06

Ivory AF05

Taupe AF04

Brown AF02 

Chestnut AF07 

Black AF01

Compatible with...

Grout strips are 

available for use  

with Opus floors at 

3mm wide.

Beige FS1

Stone FS6

Light Grey FS9

Grey FS3

Gold FS5

Light Brown FS12

Chocolate FS7

Black FS1

Compatible with...

Feature strips are 

available for use with 

Art Select* and Opus 

floors at 5mm wide. 

Beige KFS23 ††^

Stone KFS22 †

Light Grey KFS17 ††

Grey KFS15 ^

Gold KFS18 †

Light Brown KFS21 †

Chocolate KFS25 ††

Black KFS10 ^

Compatible with...

Available for use with 

Knight Tile floors at 

5mm wide. 

*  Due to Art Select’s bevelled edge, these strips can only be used  
between planks and not along a cut edge.
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Your guide to

decorative borders
Border... use with... made up of... width...

Dark Mackintosh ST14 ST14/ST13/SP111 51mm

Dark Mosaic ST13 ST13/ST14/T100/SP111 25mm

Dark Mosaic ST14 ST13/ST14/T100/SP111 25mm

Light Mackintosh ST13 ST13/ST14/SP111 51mm

Light Mosaic ST11 ST11/ST12/ST13/SP111 25mm

Light Mosaic ST12 ST11/ST12/ST13/SP111 25mm

Light Mosaic ST13 ST11/ST12/ST13/SP111 25mm

http://
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 Cumbrian Stone ST14 with DS10 3mm design strip and Dark Mackintosh border



 Pearl Oak LLP306, see page 70.

Why loose lay?
Our loose lay ranges feature our K-Wave friction grip backing which helps hold the 
product in place. It creates a strong bond to the subfloor using a combination of 
weight and friction. 

Karndean LooseLay is available in large scale wood look planks and stone look tiles and can help you create 

a look that works in almost any space. What’s more, it’s easy to install and can be laid over most existing hard 

floors. Oh, and it’s 100% recyclable!

K-Wave Friction Grip Backing
Our K-Wave friction grip backing creates 

a strong bond to the subfloor using a 
combination of weight and friction.

Stability Layer
The fibreglass enhanced layer helps 

the product to lay flat and level, 
increasing dimensional stability and 

mechanical strength.

High Definition
Photographic Layer

Gives every Karndean 
product its highly realistic and 

natural appearance.

Clear PVC Embossed
Wear Layer

Protects the floor’s design from 
wear and tear.

K-Guard+ Surface Protection
Our K-Guard+ surface protection system 
uses PU technology to provide a hygienic 

and durable finish.

Quick and easy to install
All you need is a sound, smooth, dry and dust free 

subfloor. Karndean LooseLay can be fitted over 

most existing hard floors.

No expansion gap required

No need for an expansion gap – can lay straight 

up to the skirting board without removing.

Individually replaceable
Should you need to replace a piece, simply lift  

the damaged plank or tile and replace with a  

new one.

Acoustic qualities
Karndean LooseLay is perfect for projects where 

you want to reduce noise levels in the room 

below, such as playrooms, bedrooms and garage/

loft conversions without the need for underlay.



 
Loose lay



Providence LLP108, see page 75.



Karndean 
LooseLay

Wood

Our Karndean LooseLay wood collection 

features a wide-ranging palette, such as the 

distressed, grey hues of Hudson, the deep 

chocolate tones of Dover and the vibrant 

copper tones of Winchester. Choose from 

traditional oak looks, contemporary blends 

and exotic species, all with our K-Wave  

friction grip backing that makes  

Karndean LooseLay unique.

http://
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LooseLay Longboard is available in our largest plank sizes to date. At 1500mm, Longboard is even 
quicker to install and makes a real impact in large spaces. Featuring five Australian woods...

Natural Ironbark LLP327

Australian Wormy Chestnut LLP334

Natural Ironbark LLP327

Australian Wormy Chestnut LLP334

Ironbark 
Ironbark is a premium native Australian hardwood recognised 
for its general durability and resistance to insects such as 
termites. The natural rouge colour of the original hardwood 
was an obvious inclusion to our collection because of its 
beautifully deep hues, varying across the straight and tight 
cathedral grain elements indicative of the natural product.

Australian Wormy Chestnut 
Sourced from the forests of Southern Eastern Australia, the 
original product needed little treatment as its signature 
features are part of the reason for its popularity as flooring. 
The signature gum veins of these boards, full of tonal 
variation, are formed through the effects of its natural habitat: 
wildfires, periods of drought and strong winds that cause 
stunting in the timber’s growth. Infestations of worms and 
beetles create the distinctive insect track features seen within 
the boards. This divergence within the grain structure and its 
contrasting tonal shifts form a highly attractive floor.

http://
http://
http://
http://
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1500mm x 250mm

Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317

Embered Blackbutt LLP314

Tasmanian Oak LLP312 Tasmanian Oak LLP312

Embered Blackbutt LLP314

Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317

Tasmanian Oak
Distinctively Australian, Tasmanian “oak” actually refers to 
hardwood that originates from eucalypti timbers sourced from 
Tasmania. The original boards were sourced from lumber 
yards in South Eastern Australia.

Blackbutt
A quintessential Australian hardwood that takes its name 
from the lower half of the tree’s trunk which is blackened by 
the fierce forest fires that both destroy, and then renew, the 
Australian environment.

Spotted Gum
The characteristics of the tree makes its planks easily 
identifiable. The slender trunks have smooth bark which is shed 
in patches and gives it the spotted appearance.

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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Pearl Oak LLP306Bleached Tasmanian Oak LLP311

Pure Fabric Oak LLP329 Blended Ironbark LLP328

Weathered Heart Pine LLP304

For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Longboard Wood, see page 78.

http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Longboard Wood, see page 78.

Easy to install
Karndean LooseLay is  

quick and easy to install.
French Grey Oak LLP308

Shadow Fabric Oak LLP331

Weathered American Pine LLP335

Twilight Oak LLP301

Raven Oak LLP302

http://
http://
http://
http://
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Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your 
own home. Order online or visit a retailer or our 

showroom to pick out your favourites. See page 134.

For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Longboard Wood, see page 78.

Champagne Oak LLP310

Tasmanian Oak LLP312

North Coast Blackbutt LLP313

Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317 Honey Ironbark LLP325

http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Longboard Wood, see page 78.

Australian Wormy Chestnut LLP334

Easy to install
Karndean LooseLay is  

quick and easy to install.

Embered Blackbutt LLP314

Mountain Spotted Gum LLP316

Ochre Ironbark LLP326

Natural Ironbark LLP327

http://
http://
http://
http://
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Brockton LLP153

Ashland LLP95

Bridgeport LLP157

For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Wood, see page 80.

Hudson LLP99

Fairfield LLP155 Hartford LLP112

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Wood, see page 80.

Acoustically friendly
Perfect for upstairs rooms, Karndean LooseLay helps 

to reduce noise transfer to the rooms below.

Providence LLP108

Hamden LLP156

Country Oak VGW92T-7LLST

Cambridge LLP113

Waterbury LLP152

Newport LLP94

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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Copper Gum VGW33T-7LLST

Tasmanian Wattle VGW38T-7LLST

Antique Karri VGW39T-7LLST

Burnt Ginger VG5-7LLST

For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Wood, see page 80.

Danbury LLP154

Stamford LLP109

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Wood, see page 80.

Boston LLP111 Dover LLP93

Individually replaceable 

Individual planks can easily be removed  
or replaced when needed.

Winchester LLP97

Burlington LLP110

Merbau VGW91T-7LLST Salem LLP96

http://
http://
http://
http://
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French Grey Oak LLP308 - see pg 71
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Pearl Oak LLP306 - see pg 70
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Weathered Heart Pine LLP304 
- see pg 70

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Bleached Tasmanian Oak LLP311 
- see pg 70

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Pure Fabric Oak LLP329* - see pg 70
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Weathered American Pine LLP335* 
- see pg 71 

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Shadow Fabric Oak LLP331* - see pg 71
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Karndean LooseLay Longboard
product overview

Blended Ironbark LLP328

Blended Ironbark LLP328 - see pg 70
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Twilight Oak LLP301 - see pg 71
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Raven Oak LLP302 - see pg 71
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

http://
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North Coast Blackbutt LLP313 
- see pg 72

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Honey Ironbark LLP325 - see pg 72
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Champagne Oak LLP310 - see pg 72
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317*  
- see pg 72

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Tasmanian Oak LLP312 - see pg 72
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Australian Wormy Chestnut LLP334*  
see pg 73

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Embered Blackbutt LLP314 - see pg 73
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Mountain Spotted Gum LLP316*
- see pg 73

1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Natural Ironbark LLP327 - see pg 73
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Ochre Ironbark LLP326 - see pg 73
1500mm x 250mm (59” x 9.85”)

Natural Ironbark LLP327

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.

View the full range online

http://
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Karndean LooseLay Wood
product overview

Ashland LLP95 - see pg 74
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Country Oak VGW92T-7LLST 
- see pg 75

1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Newport LLP94 - see pg 75
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Providence LLP108 - see pg 75
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Cambridge LLP113 - see pg 75
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Waterbury LLP152 - see pg 75
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Bridgeport LLP157 - see pg 74
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Brockton LLP153 - see pg 74 
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Hamden LLP156 - see pg 75
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Tasmanian Wattle VGW38T-7LLST 
- see pg 76 1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Antique Karri VGW39T-7LLST 
- see pg 76 1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Copper Gum VGW33T-7LLST 
- see pg 76

1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)



Hudson LLP99 - see pg 74
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Hartford LLP112 - see pg 74 
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Fairfield LLP155 - see pg 74
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)
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Merbau VGW91T-7LLST - see pg 77
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Winchester LLP97 - see pg 77
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Salem LLP96 - see pg 77
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Dover LLP93 - see pg 77 
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Burnt Ginger VG5-7LLST - see pg 76
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Stamford LLP109* - see pg 76
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Burlington LLP110 - see pg 77
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Boston LLP111 - see pg 77
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

Danbury LLP154 - see pg 76
1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.



Indiana LLT202, see page 84.
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Our Karndean LooseLay stone collection 

includes popular stone effects including 

travertine, concrete and slate, each in a 

large-format rectangular tile. Choose from 

neutral colour tones such as the light grey 

Colorado and the coffee hues of Arizona or 

introduce a striking statement with the bold 

colours of Georgia and Texas. Pennsylvania 

and Nevada offer a twist to traditional tile 

looks with their textile option.

Karndean 
LooseLay

Stone

http://
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Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort  
of your own home. Order online or visit a 
retailer or our showroom to pick out your 

favourites. See page 134.

Pennsylvania LLT204 Texas LLT207

Arizona LLT200Georgia LLT206

Maine LLT213

For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Stone, see page 174.

Indiana LLT202

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Karndean LooseLay Stone, see page 174.

Dakota LLT212

Nevada LLT205

Waterproof
Karndean products are fully waterproof, 

just mop up any spills.
Colorado LLT201

Madison LLT203

http://
http://
http://
http://
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Karndean LooseLay Stone
product overview

Indiana LLT202 - see pg 84
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Nevada LLT205 - see pg 85
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Maine LLT213 - see pg 84
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Texas LLT207 - see pg 84
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Colorado LLT201 - see pg 85
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Pennsylvania LLT204 - see pg 84
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Dakota LLT212 - see pg 85/87
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Madison LLT203 - see pg 85
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Georgia LLT206 - see pg 84
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Arizona LLT200 - see pg 84
500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Arizona LLT200

View the full range online

http://
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new
Dakota LLT212

http://


Why rigid core?  
The premier rigid core locking floor to hide subfloor imperfections. 

Our rigid core now features 46 original designs from woods and stones sourced across Australia, North 

America and Europe. Featuring Spotted Gum ranging from the mountains of the Great Dividing Range 

to the Sunshine Coast of Queensland or Calacatta Marble from the Apuan Alps in Italy, our collection are 

beautifully designed woods and stones with superior performance.

Rigid Core features a number of elements that help both the speed and ease of install, making it perfect for

projects that need completing quickly, including drop and lock technology, minimal subfloor preparation

and no adhesive. Its proprietary, waterproof K-Core technology also provides a rigid core that allows for

installation over most existing hard floors. The pre-attached premium foam backing saves on time, cost

and labour as there is no need for a separate underlayment, it is also quieter to walk on and ideal for  

upstairs rooms in your home where you want to minimize noise transfer to rooms below.

Hides subfloor imperfections
Minor subfloor imperfections won’t show through 
our rigid core backing, meaning most installations 
won’t require the use of levelling compounds or 
underlayments.

Acoustic qualities
Reduces noise transfer to rooms below, making 
it perfect for upstairs bedrooms, rumpus rooms, 
attic conversions and apartments.

Quick and easy to install
With a 5G® vertical click-locking system that  
allows the installer to quickly drop and lock  
planks together.

InteGrout™

Korlok with InteGrout™ is the premier rigid core 

click-locking floor to hide subfloor imperfections 

and features a number of elements that help both 

the speed and ease of install - perfect for projects 

that need completing quickly.

Installs over most existing hard floors
Rigid core can be installed over most existing  
hard floor coverings.

 Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118*, see page 95.

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®

Acoustic Backing
The pre-attached acoustic foam backing 

makes our rigid core products quieter to walk 
on than laminate or engineered hard floors, 
and reduces noise transfer to rooms below.

5G® Locking Mechanism
Featuring industry-leading 

technology that securely locks 
tiles into place at the end seams 

with just one click. Our HoldFast™  
Warranty guarantees it.

High Definition Photographic Layer
Showcasing the unique design

of each Karndean product;
handcrafted for one of a kind

beautiful floors.

Clear PVC Embossed Wear Layer
Provides superior protection from 

everyday wear and tear.

K-Guard+® Surface Protection
Our K-Guard+® surface protection system uses PU 

technology to provide a hygienic and durable finish.

K-Core® Technology
Our proprietary, waterproof, rigid core 

technology ensures a strong, stable 
core for installation over most existing 

hard floors, without the worry of 
exposing subfloor imperfections.

Stability Layer
Assists with dimensional 

stability and aids indentation 
resistance and recovery.

InteGroutTM

Integrated, color-coordinated grout 
reduces time spent on the job by 

eliminating the messy and consuming 
grouting process entirely.

Wear Layer

High Definition  
Photographic Layer

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®

K-Guard+  
Surface Protection

Stability Layer

K-Core

5G® Locking Mechanism 
backed by our HoldSafe® 

lifetime warrantyInteGrout™*

Acoustic Backing
* Selected designs.

Enables preservation of existing floor
Because our rigid core products are designed to  
be installed without glue and in most cases  
without levelling compounds or underlayments,  
the existing floor can usually be fully preserved.

Our rigid core products feature the added security of the 
5G® click-locking mechanism, covered by our HoldSafe® 

lifetime warranty, which guarantees securely locked planks 
will remain locked in for life.



 
Rigid core



Natural Blackbutt RKP8121, see page 95.



Korlok
Wood

Our Korlok range features  

1420mm x 225mm planks with  

proprietary K-Core technology, a 5G® 

click-locking mechanism covered by our 

HoldSafe® lifetime warranty, and a specially 

formulated acoustic backing. 

Together these layers form a product that  

is strong and stable, and able to be installed 

quickly and easily over most existing  

hard floors, as well as over imperfect 

subfloors. Plus, Korlok offers impressive 

acoustic benefits in reducing noise  

transfer to rooms below.

http://


Spotted Gum
The Spotted Gum tree flourishes in coastal areas along the eastern seaboard of Australia, ranging from the mountains of the 
Great Dividing Range to the sunshine coast of Queensland. Large amounts of sapwood can be seen within the boards and this 
adds to the blend of features that make the product so distinctive. Even when coloured, the sap creates a tonal plank that will 
work in all interiors. 

Warm Spotted Gum  
RKP8118*

Australian Ghost Gum
These boards were taken from the evergreen, fast growing species that is native to central Australia. The linear grain  
is caused by the tree’s speed of growth and results in beautiful colour variation. This variation in colour hues creates  
a striking canvas that will add impact in any interior yet will also work with many other objects to create a  
harmonious space.

Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120*

Blackbutt
A quintessential Australian hardwood that takes its name from the lower half of the tree’s trunk which is blackened by the fierce 
forest fires that both destroy, and then renew. These boards were sourced from the very north of New South Wales where thick 
forests merge with the beautiful coastline. Great care was taken to retain the oozing sap lines that add to the distinctive linear 
grain and bleed into the timber. 

Korlok Wood
Where we sourced our inspiration for Korlok Wood...

Smoked Blackbutt 
RKP8106

Korlok Wood

Weathered Spotted Gum  
RKP8119*

Natural Blackbutt 
RKP8121

92
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Light Barnwood RKP8207*

Korlok Wood 93

http://


Washed Butternut RKP8108

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

For a full Product Overview of Korlok, see page 98.

Warm Ash RKP8103*

Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119*

Korlok Wood94

http://
http://
http://
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For a full Product Overview of Korlok, see page 98.

Installs over existing hard floors
Korlok can be installed over most existing hard floor 

coverings including tiles.

Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120*Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118*

Natural Blackbutt RKP8121

Stained Acacia RKP8213

Light Barnwood RKP8207* Smoked Blackbutt RKP8106

Korlok Wood 95
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Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your 
own home. Order online or visit a retailer or our 

showroom to pick out your favourites. See page 134.

For a full Product Overview of Korlok, see page 98.

Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101

Texas White Ash RKP8105*

Grey Brushed Oak RKP8216

Frosted Acacia RKP8201

Shadow Oak RKP8203

Korlok Wood96
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For a full Product Overview of Korlok, see page 98.

Nimbus Oak RKP8205

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104*

Silver Barnwood RKP8208* Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112

Carbon Oak RKP8210

Korlok Wood 97
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Korlok Wood
product overview

Warm Ash RKP8103* - see pg 94 
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116 
- see pg 94

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Washed Butternut RKP8108 
- see pg 94

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119* 
- see pg 94

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118* 
- see pg 95

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Natural Blackbutt RKP8121 - see pg 95
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120* 
- see pg 95

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Smoked Blackbutt RKP8106  
- see pg 95

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”) Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119*

Light Barnwood RKP8207* - see pg  93, 95
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Stained Acacia RKP8213 - see pg 95
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®
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Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101 - see pg 96
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112 - see pg 97
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Washed Grey Ash RKP8104*  
- see pg 97

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Texas White Ash RKP8105* - see pg 96
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Frosted Acacia RKP8201 - see pg 96
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Silver Barnwood RKP8208

Shadow Oak RKP8203 - see pg 96
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Nimbus Oak RKP8205 - see pg 97
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Silver Barnwood RKP8208* - see pg 97
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Carbon Oak RKP8210 - see pg 97
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

Grey Brushed Oak RKP8216  
- see pg 96

1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.

View the full range online
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River Stone RKT3017-G, see page 104.



Korlok
Stone

Our Korlok stone range features

457mm x 600mm tiles with proprietary 

K-Core technology, a 5G® click-locking 

mechanism and InteGrout™ on

selected designs.

Together these layers form a product 

that is strong and stable, and able to be 

installed quickly and easily over most 

existing hard floors, as well as over 

imperfect subfloors. Plus, Korlok offers 

impressive acoustic benefits in reducing 

noise transfer to rooms below.

http://


Italian Marble
Calacatta marble has long been recognised around the world for its striking beauty and was allegedly Michelangelo’s favourite 

stone to carve from. It originates from one single source: a mountainous area of Italy known as the Apuan Alps, making the 

original product both limited and expensive.

Calacatta has two essential features: a pure white background and clear, bold veining. These make it unique in the world of 

marble and our design team have spent over a year developing our first Calacatta design to ensure that our recreation of this 

beautiful stone, in an LVT format, reflects the original’s quality and aesthetic.

Our Palazzo Marble design features the classic grey veining that graces palaces and cathedrals throughout Italy, a cool classic 

that oozes elegance.

Palazzo Marble RKT2413

102

Korlok Stone
Where we sourced our inspiration for Korlok Stone...

Limestone
Recognising the trend for tiles with neutral, understated 

colour tones, our product designers chose a batch of subtle 

limestone to work from. They put the stone through an 

etching process, sandblasting it to create a ‘bleached’ effect 

which exposed the raw colour of the underlying material. 

The design team then implemented a ‘satino’ process which 

results in an aesthetic that is smooth and has a satin-like feel 

to the final product.

The porous nature of limestone gives it great staining 

capabilities, allowing degrees of re-colouration that are 

impossible with most other types of stone. The original grey 

limestone was used to produce further shades of black and 

white, as well as a light sandy colour reminiscent of the 

traditional stone found in the Cotswolds, UK and recognised 

the world over. The resulting set of colours offers a broad 

palette suitable for any interior.

Natural Ecru RKT3015-GPumice Stone RKT3016-G

Urban Grey RKT3014-GRiver Stone RKT3017-G

Black Sands RKT3006-G

102 Korlok Stone
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Concrete

The popularity and appeal of using concrete as a key theme for interior finishes has soared over recent years, and become the 

perfect canvas for industrial inspired contemporary design.

‘The Concrete Look’ is no longer viewed as something grey and dull. It has evolved into a clean contemporary style, that 

features much depth and character.

Our designers experimented with different colouring techniques to transform the classic, neutral design into an incredibly 

versatile, contemporary set of concrete look tiles. Each colour variation highlights different features contained within the design, 

and the tonal shift within the individual tiles creates a visually appealing palette. The result is an attractive product that adds a 

new warmth and elegance to a solid industrial material, making it appealing for both commercial and residential applications.

Terrazzo

Terrazzo originated in Italy where quarry workers used 

stone offcuts in their own homes. Although around for 

centuries, terrazzo is currently enjoying a resurgence in 

both residential and commercial areas. Traditional colourful 

terrazzo looks are being seen alongside more modern looks 

with tone on tone tiles suiting the ongoing preference for a 

more neutral floor design.

The original slabs that our designers sourced had quite a 

busy pattern and contrasting colour chips. In order to hit the 

combined concrete and terrazzo trend, they removed the 

coloured chips, as well as any very dark chips, to then insert 

a concrete backdrop that would be visible. The aim was to 

provide a more neutral look, allowing the tone to be the 

biggest attribute whilst leaving the terrazzo features visible 

but not as dominating as in the original stone.

Mezzo Grigio RKT2415Mezzo Perla RKT2414

Sandstorm RKT2411Smoke RKT2412

Oxford Grey RKT2409Pebble Grey RKT2410

103Korlok Stone



For a full Product Overview of Korlok Stone, see page 108.

River Stone RKT3017-G

Pumice Stone RKT3016-G

Natural Ecru RKT3015-G

Palazzo Marble RKT2413

Korlok Stone104

new new

new

new

InteGrout™

InteGrout™

InteGrout™

InteGrout™
Unlike typical textured grout, smooth and 

nonporous Karndean InteGrout™ will neither 
harbor dirt and bacteria nor crack with seasonal 

temperature fluctuations. 

Korlok104



For a full Product Overview of Korlok Stone, see page 108.

Urban Grey RKT3014-G

Smoke RKT2412

Black Sands RKT3006-G

105

new new

new

InteGrout™ InteGrout™
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Pebble Grey RKT2410

Sandstorm RKT2411

Oxford Grey RKT2409

For a full Product Overview of Korlok Stone, see page 108.

new

new

new

Sample service
 Can’t decide? Try a sample in the comfort of your own 
home. Order online or visit a retailer or our showroom 

to pick out your favourites. See page 134.
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Mezzo Perla RKT2414

Mezzo Grigio RKT2415

For a full Product Overview of Korlok Stone, see page 108.

new

new
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Korlok Stone
product overview

Oxford Grey RKT2409 - see pg 106 
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Sandstorm RKT2411 - see pg 106
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Pebble Grey RKT2410 - see pg 106
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Mezzo Grigio RKT2415 - see pg 107
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Mezzo Perla RKT2414 - see pg 107
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Palazzo Marble RKT2413 - see pg 104
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Black Sands RKT3006-G - see pg 105
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)**

Natural Ecru RKT3015-G - see pg 104
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)**

Smoke RKT2412 - see pg 105
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

Urban Grey RKT3014-G - see pg 105
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)**

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®
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Pumice Stone RKT3016-G - see pg 104
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)**

River Stone RKT3017-G - see pg 104
457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)**

newnewnew

newnewnew

newnewnew

newnewnew

** Features InteGrout™

108
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River Stone RKT3017-G

new

View the full range online InteGrout™
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Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T, see page 115



Van Gogh 
Wood

The colour range in the Van Gogh rigid 

core collection offers a broad variety. 

From the pale tones of White Washed 

Oak to the striking dark tones of Ebony, 

it adds style to any space. A selection 

of these best-selling visuals are now 

available in an additional rigid core 

construction.

Featuring our proprietary K-Core 

technology, a 5G® click-locking 

mechanism covered by our HoldSafe® 

lifetime warranty, and a specially 

formulated acoustic backing, giving you 

the visuals you want in the construction 

you need. 

http://


Van Gogh
Where we sourced our inspiration for Van Gogh...

Van Gogh Wood

Spotted Gum
Growing at up to 45 metres in height, the iconic Spotted  
Gum flourishes in coastal areas along the eastern seaboard  
of Australia, ranging from the mountains of the Great  
Dividing Range to the sunshine coast of Queensland. 
The characteristics of this beautiful timber result in easily 
identifiable flooring planks. The slender trunks have smooth 
bark, which sheds in patches giving it a spotted appearance. 
Large amounts of sapwood can be seen within the boards, 
adding to the blend of features that make the product so 
distinctive. Karndean Designflooring hand-picked a stunning 
selection of this timber and applied tonal influences for a 
timeless floor that suits all interiors.

Redwood
The original inspiration for these Van Gogh designs was 
American Redwood reclaimed from railways sleepers used 
in the renowned national rail network. Growing in the 
foggy coastal forest of the Pacific, these trees are exposed 
to the salty ocean air and over the years have been able to 
cope with and withstand the weathering properties of their 
climate. Embracing the appeal reclaimed woods, our product 
designers were drawn to the unique detail and texture of the 
redwood trees, which over the years had aged beautifully. 
When our Karndean designers got their hands on the original 
wood, they applied a range of techniques, including sanding it 
down to reveal the grain details in the timber. Our Van Gogh 
redwood designs are rustic, industrial looking planks that will 
give homeowners and designers alike the look of reclaimed 
woods without the practical drawbacks of real timber such as 
splintering, cracking and warping.

Lemon Spotted Gum  
SCB-VGW104T*

Aged Redwood  
SCB-VGW100T

Mountain Spotted Gum  
SCB-VGW103T*

Reclaimed Redwood  
SCB-VGW99T

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high 
variation between individual planks.
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Van Gogh Wood

Oak
The inspiration behind our Van Gogh oak designs was the 
unique colour of the timber provided by these majestic trees. 
Sourcing oak originating from the ancient British woodlands 
of South Oxfordshire, our Karndean product designers were 
drawn in by the rich hues. However, once they had sanded 
down and waxed the timber, the true vibrancy of not only the 
colour, but also the distinctive grain details were brought to 
life. With four oak designs in our Van Gogh range, we have a 
design and tone to suit any room.

Honey Oak  
SCB-VGW94T

White Washed Oak  
SCB-VGW80T

Country Oak  
SCB-VGW81T

Country Oak SCB-VGW81T

Classic Oak  
SCB-VGW86T

Hessian Oak  
SCB-VGW93T

113
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Van Gogh Wood114

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 118.

114

White Washed Oak SCB-VGW80T

Country Oak SCB-VGW81T Frosted Birch SCB-VGW83T

http://
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Van Gogh Wood 115

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 118.

Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 118.

Lifetime warranty
All our products are extremely durable and 

come with a lifetime warranty.

Reclaimed Redwood SCB-VGW99T Ebony SCB-VGW89T

http://
http://
http://


Van Gogh Wood116

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 118.

Quality
We’ve been creating LVT floors since 1973 

so you can rest assured you’re buying a top 
quality product.

Mountain Spotted Gum SCB-VGW103T*Rimu SCB-VGW49T

Birch SCB-VGW84T

Honey Oak SCB-VGW94T

Birch SCB-VGW84T

http://
http://
http://
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Van Gogh Wood 117

For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 118.For a full Product Overview of Van Gogh Wood, see page 118.

Classic Oak SCB-VGW86T Hessian Oak SCB-VGW93T

Lancewood SCB-VGW44T Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T*

http://
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Van Gogh
product overview

White Washed Oak SCB-VGW80T 
- see pg 114

1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Frosted Birch SCB-VGW83T - see pg 114
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Country Oak SCB-VGW81T - see pg 114
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Reclaimed Redwood SCB-VGW99T* 
- see pg 115

1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T*  
- see pg 115

1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Ebony SCB-VGW89T  
- see pg 115

1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

White Washed Oak SCB-VGW80T Reclaimed Redwood SCB-VGW99T

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®
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Lancewood SCB-VGW44T - see pg 117
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Rimu SCB-VGW49T - see pg 116
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Birch SCB-VGW84T - see pg 116
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T*

Honey Oak SCB-VGW94T - see pg 116
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Classic Oak SCB-VGW86T - see pg 117
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Hessian Oak SCB-VGW93T - see pg 117
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T* 
- see pg 117

1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

Mountain Spotted Gum SCB-VGW103T* 
- see pg 116

1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.

View the full range online
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To complete your rigid core floor we have five colour coordinated accessories for each design. Our 
accessories are custom made with unique features such as tapered base plates to suit inbuilt underlay 
and come in convenient 2.3m lengths for ease of transport and handling. All of our accessories are 
suitable for residential and light commercial use.

1. Expansion Joint cover. For 
installations over 15m in length or 
width an expansion joint must be 
made (usually placed across a door 
opening). 

2. Transition. For joining to carpet 
where the trim provides cover 
for both the expansion gap of the 

floating floor and protection from 
the pins in carpet smooth-edge, as 
well as normal height transitions.

3. Reducer/Ramp. The top cover can 
be angled to provide a reducer 
strip down to substrate level, or 
for adjoining materials of different 
heights.

Stair Nosing 

Stair Nosing is a trim used 
for finishing of steps and 
staircases neatly. This trim 
is fixed to the edge of the 
step using permanent 
construction adhesive 
and mechanically where 
required.

This is used as a transition 
trim to join step treads and 
risers (upright, vertical part 
of the step neatly). The trim 
accommodates expansion 
for both tread and riser.

Edge Cap 

Edge Caps are one of the most common profiles.

They can be used for a neat finish against sliding 
doors, full height floor to ceiling windows, 
carpets, tiled areas and other floor finishes of 
similar height. This profile is glued to the floor 
and the floating floor slots into the trim, it has 
19mm top coverage.

Scotia 

Scotia is designed to cover the gap 
between the wall and the flooring 
after the floor has been laid. Our 
scotia measures 19mm by 19mm 
and is made from high quality 
moisture resistant WPC.

It has just the right amount of 
flexibility to follow  
any slight inconsistencies in the wall.

Expansion Joint Cover/Transition

Reducer/Ramp

Rigid core

accessories

Multi Trim 

This trim comes with three inserts to allow for joining to a range of alternative 
materials of different thicknesses.

As its name suggests, the Multi Trim fulfills a number of functions.

Split Edge Cap 

The Split Edge Cap is an easier to install alternative to the Edge 
Cap, especially on that all too challenging last row of planks. 
The base profile is installed prior to the installation of the floor 
and then the colour coordinated top cover tapped in to place 
with a rubber mallet to hide the expansion gap. 

A great option for DIY installers, the Split Edge Cap is a great 
solution for finishing to window frames, sliding doors or as a 
sleek alternative to traditional Scotia.
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Sandstorm RKT2411
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Environmental 
Karndean Designflooring and the environment

At Karndean Designflooring we find inspiration for our products in the beauty of the natural world and feel passionate about bringing this into 
every product we create. In order to keep our environment protected we do everything we can to continuously improve our manufacturing 
processes to ensure sustainability whilst delivering best value. We have always aimed to make stylish and durable floors with the lowest possible 
impact on the environment, and have never had to compromise quality or performance in order to comply with legislation or meet 
environmental requirements. 

Karndean Designflooring is a member of the Green Building Councils of Australia and New Zealand. All Karndean products and accessories are 

manufactured in facilities certified to the ISO 14001 Environmental Management and ISO 9001 Quality Management International Standards. Our 

approach is based on the use of recycled materials in our floor coverings and ensuring that the finished product is suitable for recycling if 

required. 

What’s more…

• All of our packaging is made using recycled material, which we 

continually review to ensure that it is environmentally friendly 

and fit for purpose

• We use individual logistical solutions to efficiently and effectively 

transport our products

• Our storage facilities use high density racking to maximise 

capacity and minimise impact

• Our offices are introducing innovative energy saving techniques

• We are members of the Green Building Council Australia 

(GBCA) and Green Building Council New Zealand (NZGBC)

• All of our adhesives are water based, solvent-free and have low 

VOC emissions.

The future 

Our continued product innovation focuses on reducing our 

environmental impact and complying with environmental 

legislation and recognized certifications worldwide. Our aim is to 

remain the leading supplier of LVT flooring and to have a 

market-leading environmental record of achievement through 

the development of sustainable products and processes.

Acoustic Backing
The pre-attached acoustic foam backing 

makes our rigid core products quieter to walk 
on than laminate or engineered hard floors, 
and reduces noise transfer to rooms below.

5G® Locking Mechanism
Featuring industry-leading 

technology that securely locks 
tiles into place at the end seams 

with just one click. Our HoldFast™  
Warranty guarantees it.

High Definition Photographic Layer
Showcasing the unique design

of each Karndean product;
handcrafted for one of a kind

beautiful floors.

Clear PVC Embossed Wear Layer
Provides superior protection from 

everyday wear and tear.

K-Guard+® Surface Protection
Our K-Guard+® surface protection system uses PU 

technology to provide a hygienic and durable finish.

K-Core® Technology
Our proprietary, waterproof, rigid core 

technology ensures a strong, stable 
core for installation over most existing 

hard floors, without the worry of 
exposing subfloor imperfections.

Stability Layer
Assists with dimensional 

stability and aids indentation 
resistance and recovery.

InteGroutTM

Integrated, color-coordinated grout 
reduces time spent on the job by 

eliminating the messy and consuming 
grouting process entirely.

Wear Layer

High Definition  
Photographic Layer

Li
fe

tim
e Warranty

HoldSafe®

Korlok with InteGrout™ is the premier rigid core click-locking floor to hide subfloor imperfections and features a number of elements that help 

both the speed and ease of install - perfect for projects that need completing quickly.

Unlike typical textured grout, smooth and nonporous Karndean InteGrout™ will neither harbor dirt and bacteria nor crack with seasonal 

temperature fluctuations. 

K-Guard+  
Surface Protection

Stability Layer

K-Core

5G® Locking Mechanism 
backed by our HoldSafe® 

lifetime warrantyInteGrout™*

Acoustic Backing

InteGrout™

* Selected designs.

View the full Korlok 
range online
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If you purchased your Karndean Designflooring through a Karndean Retail Partner your warranty will have the added benefit of it being 

transferable. This means that if you sell your house within your guarantee period, you can pass the warranty on to the new owners.

To qualify for a transferable warranty, you must:

• Adhere to the terms and conditions outlined in the Purchase Warranty

• Purchase from one of our retail partners and they will provide us with your email  

address to enable us to send you your transferable warranty

For more information or to obtain your Purchase Warranty, please speak with your  

local flooring retailer or contact our Customer Service Team.

The lifetime residential warranty is defined as 35 years and protects against product wear out  

and manufacturing defects. What’s more, the warranties are now transferable to any future owners 

(subject to the terms and conditions of the Transferable Purchase Warranty). 

Transferable Purchase Warranty

Inside your  
Floor Care Kit
Regular cleaning with a pH neutral cleaner such as Karndean Clean will help keep your 

floor at its best.

Over time you may want to treat your floor to some extra care. We recommend every six 

to twelve months, depending on wear, that you strip and refresh your floor  

using Karndean Remove and Karndean Refresh, to further  

enhance its look and durability.

Lifetime Transferable Warranty

Cleaning and 
maintaining your 
Karndean floor 
 
Karndean Designflooring is hardwearing and easy to look after.  

Our enhanced surface treatment helps protect against 

everyday wear, spills and scuffs. This makes it easier and more 

environmentally friendly to clean and maintain, giving you peace  

of mind that your Karndean floor will look great for years to  

come. We have a dedicated section on the website with videos 

which explain how best to look after your Karndean floor and 

covers lots of frequently asked questions from our customers. 

Visit www.karndean.com/cleaning for more information.

We also have our own Floor Care Kits that you can order 

from your local retailers including everything you need for 

a simple cleaning routine. 

http://
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Parquet

228mm x 76mm (9” x 3”)

Thickness: 3mm
Wear layer: 0.7mm
Bevel: Standard

 Auburn Oak AP02  Black Oak AP03

Oak Royale

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

 Spring Oak RL01

 Summer Oak RL02

Oak Premier

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Handcrafted

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

 Dawn Oak HC01

 Dusk Oak HC03

 Sundown Oak HC04

 Midnight Oak HC06

 Hickory Paprika EW01

 Hickory Nutmeg EW03

 Art Select Wood

(pg 13)

(pg 13)

 Autumn Oak RL03

(pg 13)

 Winter Oak RL04

(pg 13)

 Hickory Peppercorn EW02

(pg 15)

(pg 15)

(pg 15)

(pg 12) (pg 12)

(pg 14)

(pg 14)

(pg 14)

(pg 14)

 Blond Oak AP01

(pg 12)

 Morning Oak HC02

(pg 14)

 Evening Oak HC05

(pg 14)

 Auburn Oak AP02
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* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.

1219mm x 178mm (48” x 7”)

Thickness: 3mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: Micro

 Country Oak VGW81T

(pg 20)

 Classic Oak VGW86T

(pg 23)

 Bracken VG1-7

(pg 24)

 Mountain Spotted Gum VGW103T*

(pg 22)

 Lemon Spotted Gum VGW104T*

(pg 23)

 Honey Oak VGW94T

(pg 24)

 Melbourne Larch VGW40T

(pg 22)

 Reclaimed Maple VGW71T

(pg 22)

 Rimu VGW49T

(pg 22)

 Wellington Oak VGW53T

(pg 23)

(pg 21)

 Merbau VGW41T*

(pg 25)

 Antique Karri VGW39T

(pg 22)

 Burnished Cypress VGW96T

(pg 25)

 Smoked Beech VGW98T

(pg 21)

 Burgundy Oak VGW92T

(pg 23)

 Salvaged Redwood VGW101T*

(pg 21/29)

 Burnished Beech VGW97T

(pg 25)

 Hessian Oak VGW93T

(pg 24)

 Reclaimed Redwood VGW99T*

(pg 20)

 Lancewood VGW44T*

(pg 23)

 Tawny Oak VGW91T

(pg 21)

 Burnt Ginger VG5-7

(pg 124)

 Ebony VGW89T

(pg 21)

 White Washed Oak VGW80T

(pg 20)

(pg 24)

 Birch VGW84T

 Frosted Birch VGW83T

(pg 24)

 Aged Redwood VGW100T*

(pg 20)

 Brushed Oak VGW88T

(pg 21)

 Smoked Oak VGW70T

(pg 20)

 Walnut VGW87T

(pg 25)

 Lime Washed Cypress VGW95T

(pg 24)

 Jatoba VGW42T*

(pg 22)

 Copper Gum VGW33T

(pg 23)

 Charred Oak VGW102T*

(pg 25)

 Van Gogh Wood
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1219mm x 228mm (48” x 9”)

 Opus Wood
915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

Thickness: 2.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: Micro

 Knight Tile Wood
Thickness: 2mm
Wear layer: 0.3mm
Bevel: No

 Ignea WP313

(pg 34/35)

 Rubra WP316

(pg 34)

 Aurum WP315

(pg 34)

 Aged Oak KP98*

(pg 49)

 Mid Limed Oak KP96*

(pg 49)

 Classic Limed Oak KP97*

(pg 49)

 Pale Limed Oak KP94*

(pg 49)

(pg 33)

 Niveus WP411

(pg 34)

 Magna WP413

(pg 33)

(pg 33)

 Bleached Grey Walnut WP329

 Columba WP422

(pg 32)

 Rubesco WP421

(pg 32)

 Avena WP423

(pg 32)

 Talpa WP319

(pg 32)

 Grano WP311

(pg 32)

915mm x 102mm (36” x 4”)

 Warm Oak KP39

(pg 48)

 Victorian Oak KP91

(pg 48)

915mm x 152mm (36” x 6”)

 Light Worn Oak KP104

(pg 46)

 Grey Scandi Pine KP131

(pg 46)

 Coastal Sawn Oak KP136

(pg 46)

 Clay Sawn Oak KP137

(pg 47)

 Grey Limed Oak KP138
(pg 47)

 Raw Spotted Gum KP139

(pg 48)

 Natural Spotted Gum KP142

(pg 123)

 Urban Spotted Gum KP141

(pg 47)

 Rose Washed Oak KP95

(pg 46)

 Pear KP55-6

(pg 48)

 Warm Brushed Oak KP101

(pg 49)

 Mid Worn Oak KP103

(pg 47)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.

 Palleo WP312

(pg 34)

 Carbo WP318

(pg 33)

 Argen WP414
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* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.

 Opus Stone
Thickness: 2.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: Micro

457mm x 610mm (18” x 24”)

457mm x 457mm (18” x 18”)

 Nero SP115 Ombra SP114 Luna SP111

 Mico SP211

(pg <?>)

 Terra SP212

(pg <?>)

 Urbus SP213

(pg <?>)

 Fumo SP216

(pg <?>)

 Argento SP217

(pg <?>)

 Forma SP214

(pg <?>)

 Ferra SP215

(pg <?>)

(pg <?>)(pg <?>) (pg <?>)

305mm x 305mm (12” x 12”)

 Knight Tile Stone
Thickness: 2mm
Wear layer: 0.3mm
Bevel: No

 Onyx T88 Cara T98 Balin Stone ST8

(pg <?>) (pg <?>)(pg <?>)

305mm x 457mm (12” x 18”)

 Bath Stone ST12

(pg <?>)

 Cumbrian Stone ST14

(pg <?>)

 Portland Stone ST13

(pg <?>)

 Soapstone ST5-18

(pg <?>)

 Grey Riven Slate ST16

(pg <?>)
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 Karndean LooseLay Longboard
1500mm x 250mm (59.1” x 9.85”)

 Pearl Oak LLP306

(pg 70)

 Champagne Oak LLP310

(pg 72)

 Weathered Heart Pine LLP304

(pg 70)

 French Grey Oak LLP308

(pg 71)

 Twilight Oak LLP301

(pg 71)

 Raven Oak LLP302

(pg 71)

 Lemon Spotted Gum LLP317*

(pg 72)

 Tasmanian Oak LLP312

(pg 72)

 Mountain Spotted Gum LLP316*

(pg 73)

 Embered Blackbutt LLP314

(pg 73)

 Bleached Tasmanian Oak LLP311

(pg 70)

Thickness: 4.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: No

 Mountain Spotted Gum LLP316*

 Pure Fabric Oak LLP329*

(pg 70)

 Weathered American Pine LLP335*

(pg 71)

 Shadow Fabric Oak LLP331*

(pg 74)

 North Coast Blackbutt LLP313

(pg 72)

 Honey Ironbark LLP325

(pg 72)

 Australian Wormy Chestnut LLP334*

(pg 73)

 Ochre Ironbark LLP326

(pg 73)

 Blended Ironbark LLP328

(pg 70)

 Natural Ironbark LLP327

(pg 73)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.
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 Karndean LooseLay Wood

 Ashland LLP95

(pg 74)

 Hudson LLP99

(pg 74)

 Winchester LLP97

(pg 77)

1050mm x 250mm (41.3” x 9.85”)

 Country Oak VGW92T-7LLST

(pg 75)

 Burnt Ginger VG5-7LLST

(pg 76)

 Newport LLP94

(pg 75)

 Antique Karri VGW39T-7LLST

(pg 76)

 Tasmanian Wattle VGW38T-7LLST

(pg 76)

 Copper Gum VGW33T-7LLST

(pg 75)

 Cambridge LLP113

(pg 75)

 Providence LLP108

(pg 75)

 Stamford LLP109*

(pg 76)

 Hartford LLP112

(pg 74)

 Salem LLP96

(pg 77)

 Dover LLP93

(pg 77)

 Merbau VGW91T-7LLST

(pg 77)

 Burlington LLP110

(pg 77)

 Boston LLP111

(pg 77)

Thickness: 4.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: No

new
 Waterbury LLP152

(pg 75)

 Fairfield LLP155

(pg 74)

(pg 161)

 Bridgeport LLP157

(pg 74)

(pg 161)

 Brockton LLP153

(pg 74)

(pg 163)

 Hamden LLP156

(pg 75) (pg 162)new
 Danbury LLP154

(pg 76)

 Pennsylvania LLT204

(pg 84)

500mm x 610mm (19.7” x 24”)

Thickness: 4.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: No Karndean LooseLay Stone

 Indiana LLT202

(pg 84)

 Georgia LLT206*

(pg 84)

 Maine LLT213

(pg 84)

 Texas LLT207*

(pg 84)

 Arizona LLT200

(pg 84)

 Nevada LLT205

(pg 85)

 Colorado LLT201

(pg 85)

 Dakota LLT212

(pg 85)

 Madison LLT203

(pg 85)

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.
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 Korlok Wood
1420mm x 225mm (56” x 9”)

(pg 94)

 Warm Ash RKP8103*

Thickness: 6.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: Micro

 Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119*

(pg 96)

 Baltic Washed Oak RKP8101 Natural Blackbutt RKP8121

(pg 95)

(pg 97)

 Washed Grey Ash RKP8104*

(pg 95)

 Warm Spotted Gum RKP8118*

 Australian Ghost Gum RKP8120*

(pg 95)

 Texas White Ash RKP8105*

(pg 96)

 Baltic Mistral Oak RKP8112

(pg 97)

(pg 94)

 Weathered Spotted Gum RKP8119*

 Smoked Blackbutt RKP8106

(pg 95)

 Frosted Acacia RKP8201

(pg 96)

(pg 96)

 Grey Brushed Oak RKP8216

(pg 96)

 Shadow Oak RKP8203

(pg 97)

 Nimbus Oak RKP8205

 Light Barnwood RKP8207*

(pg 95)

(pg 97)

 Silver Barnwood RKP8208*

(pg 95)

 Stained Acacia RKP8213

 Carbon Oak RKP8210

(pg 97)

(pg 94)

 Washed Butternut RKP8108

(pg 94)

 Canadian Urban Oak RKP8116

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.
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457mm x 600mm (18” x 24”)

 Korlok Stone
Thickness: 6.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: Micro

 Mezzo Perla RKT2414

Pebble Grey RKT2410

new

Sandstorm RKT2411

new

Smoke RKT2412

new

Palazzo Marble RKT2413

new

Mezzo Perla RKT2414

new

Mezzo Grigio RKT2415

new

Black Sands RKT3006-G**

new

Natural Ecru RKT3015-G**

new

Pumice Stone RKT3016-G**

new

River Stone RKT3017-G**

new

Urban Grey RKT3014-G**

new

(pg 104) (pg 104) (pg 105) (pg 107)

(pg 104) (pg 107) (pg 106) (pg 106)

(pg 104)

Oxford Grey RKT2409

new

(pg 106)(pg 105) (pg 105)

new

new

** Featuring InteGrout™
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 Van Gogh Wood
1220mm x 180mm (48” x 7”)

(pg 116)

 Mountain Spotted Gum SCB-VGW103T*

Thickness: 5.5mm
Wear layer: 0.5mm
Bevel: Micro

(pg 115)

 Aged Redwood SCB-VGW100T

(pg 116)

 Birch SCB-VGW84T

(pg 117)

 Hessian Oak SCB-VGW93T

 Country Oak SCB-VGW81T

(pg 114)

(pg 117)

 Classic Oak SCB-VGW86T

 White Washed Oak SCB-VGW80T

(pg 114)

(pg 114)

 Frosted Birch SCB-VGW83T

(pg 115)

 Reclaimed Redwood SCB-VGW99T

(pg 116)

 Honey Oak SCB-VGW94T

(pg 115)

 Ebony SCB-VGW89T

(pg 117)

 Lancewood SCB-VGW44T

(pg 117)

 Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T*

 Mountain Spotted Gum SCB-VGW103T

(pg 116)

 Rimu SCB-VGW49T

* Please note: as a feature of the design, these products incorporate a high variation between individual planks.
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Country Oak SCB-VGW81T
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Imagery and Design Reproduction

Photography and print cannot always produce a perfect representation of our products. This includes colour, pattern variation and installation elements 
used. For this reason we strongly recommend obtaining a product sample and where possible viewing a larger sample in-store. We also recommend visiting 
our website for information on installation, after care and product selection: www.karndean.com/advice  
We love developing new ideas and improving on our existing designs which means that sometimes products are withdrawn at short notice. We hate to 
disappoint and will work with you to find an alternative design. Please contact Customer Services for more information.

Karndean Designflooring owns all their designs and are protected by copyright.

Find your nearest 
recommended retailer
Use our online search feature to find your nearest  

Karndean Designflooring recommended retailer. 

Leave your details for a retailer to contact you for a  

free measure and quote.  

www.karndean.com/findaretailer

Order samples
If you need some extra help selecting the best colour for your 

room, why not order some samples? These are small samples 

designed to help you pick which product is right for you. 

www.karndean.com/samples

Check out our helpful online tools
Not sure where to start? Use our handy Style Finder to 

narrow down your choices, or create Moodboards while your 

browsing to save links to your favourite products, images and 

blog posts. Once you’ve narrowed down your choices, try out 

some combinations using our Floorstyle design tool. 

www.karndean.com/floorstyle

Keep up-to-date with us:

Visit us online at www.karndean.com,
where you can...

Like us on Facebook karndean_anz

Follow us on Instagram karndean_anz

Join us on LinkedIn Karndean Designflooring ANZ

Follow our boards on Pinterest karndeanfloors

Find us on YouTube KarndeanDesignFloors

http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://
http://


Why not visit our Design Showroom?
At our headquarters, conveniently located in Melbourne, just off the Eastlink & Monash freeways, we always 
have the latest products on display, with over 500m2 of ideas and designs to inspire you. 

As well as seeing the full range of Karndean Designflooring, you can speak to our trained advisors and 
use our design tables to try out your design ideas. We even have a children’s play area if you want to bring 
them along on your visit.

Opening times:

Australia

Monday-Friday 9am - 5pm

Saturday 10am - 4pm

Sunday Closed

Contact us...
Karndean Designflooring
835 Stud Road Knoxfield, 
Victoria, Australia 3180 

Call us on: 
AUS: 1800 331 170   
NZ: 0800 442 101
Email us: 
customerservice@karndean.com.au 
customerservice@karndean.co.nz

The showroom will be closed on all Victorian and 
national public holidays. 

For opening times between Christmas and New Year 
please call 1800 331 170 

New Zealand

With a wide network of Karndean Retail Partners 
across New Zealand, we are bound to have one near 
you. Why not find your local retailer now by visiting 
www.karndean.com /findaretailer

Retailer details:

Contact Us 135
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 Lemon Spotted Gum SCB-VGW104T
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